Hacienda Arcángel
The Mayan Baths Resort & Spa
San Miguel de Allende, México

Sale Presentation

Hacienda Arcángel
A Developing Hot Springs Resort Project
Development Site - Business Opportunity - Investment or Estate Property
This is an offer to sell a 42-acre property (17 hectáreas), with a truly unique and
sustainably planned and developing hot springs spa / hotel resort project, located in
the inviting climate of Mexico’s central highlands, just minutes from the enchanting
colonial town of San Miguel de Allende. The site for this project was chosen for its rare
combination of majestic hilltop views of Mexico’s Sierra Madre Mountains, and its
access to San Miguel’s legendary crystal clear thermal aquifer whose odorless and
potable water drew the Toltec and Maya to this region thousands of years ago.
San Miguel was voted Condé Nast Traveler Readers Choice “#1 City Destination in the
World”, and continually ranks among the world’s most highly rated destinations
according to notable travel and retirement authorities including: Money magazine,
Travel & Leisure magazine and The New York Times. In 2008, San Miguel was declared
a UNESCO World Heritage cultural site, as was the nearby village of Atotonilco, which in
ancient Toltec means: place of thermal water.
San Miguel is located in the state of Guanajuato home to one Mexico's and the world’s
fastest growing automotive manufacturing hubs including new assembly plants for
Mazda, Honda, Volkswagen and GM together with automotive parts manufactures too
numerous to mention, and the property is just 40 minutes from the fastest growing city
in all the Americas, Queretaro, where Bombardier recently opened a Learjet factory.
The growth of nearby cities and industries assures an ever increasing client base as
evidenced by the Japanese auto executives now renting the Baths for private events…
The Hacienda Arcángel-Mayan Baths’ master development plan was conceived in a
design charrette which included GVA, one of the top architectural firms in México, Bob
Zimmer - founder and original CEO of Rosewood hotels and internationally experienced
land planners, Design Workshop. They concluded that by utilizing San Miguel’s natural
thermal waters, a uniquely themed and sustainably planned, multi-use hot springs spa
resort development would have an incomparable market advantage.
Their vision for Hacienda Arcángel was to meld the ambiance of an old-world hacienda
with a restaurant designed as a Mayan Temple above an underground “cenote” style
complex of water filled caves and tunnels, creating the #1 attraction in San Miguel de
Allende and ultimately ranking it among the most desirable natural thermal spa resorts
in the world.

With just one-third of the Mayan Baths’ underground spa portion completed thus far,
Hacienda Arcángel is already becoming known as one of San Miguel’s most outstanding
attractions, and has received noteworthy foreign media attention, described as:
“breathtaking” in Beverly Hills Lifestyle magazine, a “wonderful surprise” and “brilliant
idea” in Trip Advisor, and “magical” in Travel to Wellness magazine.
This stunning property with majestic hilltop views, crystal clear hot springs waters,
together with its substantial infrastructure and amenities including the 18,686 sq. ft.
Mayan Baths facilities, a 2,700 sq. ft. private residence, a 17-lot residential subdivision,
much more construction, and extensive plans related to its future development, is now
offered for sale for $5,500,000 USD.
Cover Photo - The underground pyramid room; antechamber entrance to the quartz/crystal
thermal water tunnels of the completed phase I Mayan Baths.
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Summary of Sale Assets
Properties:
46.7 acres (18.9 hectares) in total properties
Includes:
36.3 acres (14.7 hectares) in 7 deeded properties
5.7 acres (2.3 hectares) in a subdivision of 17 lots
and 4.8 acres (1.9 hectares) in possession with titling in process
(Site Survey exhibit page 19)

Infrastructure:
High tension electric poles were installed to the property from a half-kilometer away,
and 3-phase underground electric service supplies power to the Mayan Baths and the
residence.
A well drawing from the hot water aquifer provides 12 liters per second at 100° F
(40° C) and has tested potable, is crystal clear and odorless. Legal rights were
acquired to 100,000 cubic meters of use per year by registered deed.
(Further detailed on exhibit page 20, The Property)

Constructions:
A 2,700 sq. ft., two-story, three-bedroom, two-bathroom, house was constructed on
the south-east edge of the property for future use as an office/manager’s home.
(Details and photos page 10)
The development’s main entrance structures have been partially completed at the front
of the property, and a 25-foot (7-meter) wide primary access road was built through
the property. (More details exhibit page 20, The Property)
A subdivision with 17, 1/4-acre lots with its own private entrance and road was
constructed at the front of the property on the cobble stone road connecting with
route 51 to San Miguel just 10 minutes away. (Subdivision plan exhibit page 22)
Sustainable features already built include; fish ponds, greenhouses, partial excavation
of the wetlands, extensive water capture and redistribution systems, and installation of
solar panels for the solar well pump.
(More information Sustainable Development / Aquaculture page 16)
The most valuable construction to date is the 18,686 sq. ft.:





First phase underground Mayan Baths
Aboveground pool and jacuzzi
5 fish/crayfish aquaculture ponds
Excavations for phase II of the underground Mayan Baths

Other Assets include:
Future plans, web and social media sites and domain names, mailing lists, publicity
materials, etc. Website domain names include; TheMayanBaths.com, Hacienda
Arcangel.com , MayanSpa.com, MayanMedicine.com, SanMiguel-Mexico.com. Facebook
pages are “Mayan Baths” in English with 7,000+ likes, and “Albercas Subterraneas
Mayan Baths” and “Que hacer en San Miguel de Allende” each with 106,000+ likes.
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The Mayan Baths
The completed first phase of the Mayan Baths consists of a
subterranean labyrinth of tunnels with arched brick ceilings, stone
lined passageways, hand carved cantera stone columns, quartz
crystal walled thermal water filled caves and tunnels, and an
outdoor jacuzzi cascading into a large infinity pool.

Mayan symbolism is artistically featured
throughout the underground. The Baths’
longest water filled passageway is precisely
aligned with the winter solstice so that on
December 21st of each year, when the sun
reaches its southern most position on the
horizon, its rays shine straight down the
tunnel reflecting off the quartz and crystal
rock walls, casting an orange glow 150 feet
deep into the back of the cave. This
phenomenon of the sun setting down the tunnel lasts for almost 3 weeks on either side of
December 21st conveniently coinciding with the winter high season holiday
periods.
The feathered Mayan Vision Serpent, Kukulkan, messenger between their
king and gods, is found at the end of one of the passageways rising as a
plume of smoke from a simmering caldron. Fashioned of colored pebbles,
the Mayan “Tree of Life” adorns the floor of a private massage room. Mayan glyphs carved in cantera stone border the doors and mirrors in the bath/dressing room, and the
sink spigots are in the form of jaguar heads, the animal who protected shamans from evil spirits.
A replicated Mesoamerican Temazcal (house of steam), the traditional Mayan
sweat lodge, is under construction just below the main pool. Used in ritualistic ceremonies of detoxification, healing and relaxation it is also a spiritual journey of
rejuvenation, purification and a reconnection with mother earth.
Contributing
to
its
enchanting
energy,
symbolically placed candles honor ancient sacred
numbers. 13 candles in the solstice tunnel represent the 13 moons in a year, the 13th Baktun of
the long count Mayan Haab calendar, and the 13
days which constitute a “week” of the 260-day
Tzolk’in calendar. The Haab calendar of 365 days was divided into 18
“months” of 20 days equaling 360 days. The 5 remaining days were regarded as a sacred period
when a connection opened between the earth and the spirit realm. There are several seating alcoves in the solstice water tunnel; the first with 18
candles, the second with 20 and the
remaining 5 candles are in a niche
illuminating a statue of the patron saint Arcángel San
Miguel.
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The Mayan Baths continued...
The most common descriptions of the Baths are: “words cannot
describe it” or “I have never seen anything like this before” and these
are remarks of guests who are very well traveled. Drawing not only
San Miguel residents, the Mayan Baths has become a destination for
visitors from throughout the region, across the United States, and
around the world.
This first section of the Baths was not intended to be opened to the
public at this early stage. However, word-of-mouth spread, demand
for events grew, and as an introductory sampling of “yet to come”, it
seemed a good way to subtly promote the project, but the Baths
quickly generated much more publicity than expected.
Saturday “open” events each week are filled through a private mailing lists and social media, but the majority of the functions now held
at the Baths are for private
groups by reservation for birthdays,
anniversaries,
frequent
wedding events, and Hacienda
Arcángel has also hosted several
charity fund raising events. The grounds were
donated
for a Maria Muldaur “Roots Concert” for the benefit of the
local library which drew 750 people, and also hosted a private underground concert by the popular Mexican recording
artist, Franco.
It is significant that of all other local options, TedX San Miguel has chosen to have their post
event party here for the past 3
years, and other annual visitors
holding events here include a
group from Bali. Although these
events now produce some income,
the next planned phase is designed to substantially increase revenues
by permitting much larger events in more appealing accommodations.
The Mayan Baths have also been included in the official Guanajuato
state tourism promotional video, which combined with all the other
substantial public
recognition, demonstrates demand for the
project’s further development.
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Construction of Underground Mayan Baths

Excavation

Pyramid Room

Solstice Tunnel

Main Cave

“Bóveda” Ceiling for Pyramid Room
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Completed Portion of the Mayan Baths
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Blessing by Ac Tah - Mayan Shaman

Completed Mayan Baths

Main Cave with Water Spout

Moon and Outside Tunnel Pool

The
Quartz
Crystal
Cave
&
Tunnels
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The Solstice Water Tunnel

The House Description and Photos
The 2,700 sq. ft. house was built on the side of the
property and was intended for future use as offices or a
manager’s home. It has two levels with 3 bedrooms
and 2 bathrooms.
The ground floor has 2 bedrooms, each with bóveda
brick ceilings and lighted cornices. Both bedrooms have two closets, and the master
bedroom has a large walk-through closet leading into the bathroom. The bathroom has
double sinks, a sunken bathtub and shower, toilet and bidet, and round cantera stone
window with a view toward the Picacho mountains.

The living room - dining room has a 13-foot high wood beamed and tiled ceiling, and a
carved cantera stone fireplace, with eat-in kitchen off to one side. Windows around the
entire front of the house provide spectacular views. A covered, wood beamed, barrel
tile roofed, wrap around terrace supported by cantera stone columns, also has west
valley and sunset views, and can seat 30 for dining and entertaining.
The second floor, used as a master or guest suite, has 1 bedroom and a large sitting
area both with high boveda brick ceilings, a bathroom, and a large wrap around partially
covered terrace with 360 degree views.
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Overview of Future Development Plans
Planned improvements designed to increase immediate
revenue include: a permanent covered pavilion seating 100;
a landscaped, walled lawn and garden area with space for up
to 1,000 guests accommodated in tents for large events; a
second bath/dressing room; parking surrounding the already
partially excavated wetland ponds; offices and a warehouse,
and other smaller ambiance enhancing projects.
Architectural plans, designs and cost estimates for this phase
are described in more detail in supplemental information
available to a purchaser.
Of particular relevance to this
project, San Miguel
is currently rated one of the top destinations in the
world for
“away from home”
weddings. On average there are 5
weddings here weekly, each with
225
guests.
Facilities
to
accommodate these wedding parties
and other large events would
produce
immediate
increased
revenue for the project, and the results generated by completion of this
phase would provide the momentum
and motive to construct the next
phase.
Recently Travel and Leisure voted San Miguel the
number one city
destination in the world and increasing visitation and demand for accommodations for visitors to the Mayan Baths makes a hotel development clearly the most
lucrative next major step for Hacienda Arcángel. Planning is
underway to develop a 16 suite shared ownership (fractional) condo-hotel project on 7,000m2 of the
Hacienda Arcángel project land. The 16 suites will be
clustered around an open
courtyard in one building
in the design of a grand
casona, a large Mexican
home. The building will
have a gracious central
fountain, cantera columns
and accents, sweeping stairways and
balconies with
wrought iron railings draped with colorful
bougainvilleas making it
a very stylish and attractive showpiece
with lots of
embellishment and
buyer appeal.
After these first phases of construction 78% of the property will still
be available for additional development.
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The Mayan Temple - Restaurant, Banquet and Spa Concept
The Mayan Baths Restaurant, Banquet
and Spa will not only be Hacienda
Arcángel's most distinctively defining
attribute, but as demonstrated by the
notoriety the small portion of the baths
have thus far received, this project can
become the most iconic attraction in San
Miguel outside the principal town square
with its neo-gothic church, the Parroquia.
In the setting of an ancient Mayan
Temple and with the counsel of some of
the world’s leading architects, designers
and program planners, This Mayan
Main Restaurant Entrance
themed complex is positioned to combine
the best and latest elements that the hospitality industry has conceived, gaining
acclaim not only for its unique architecture, but also for its quality, extent, and standard of service and food as well.
A 3.3 acre site in the center of the project surrounding the existing underground baths has
been designated and surveyed for the construction of this hot spring restaurant spa complex
permitting it to be separately titled, developed, financed, leased or sold independently from
the rest of the project.
There are three basic elements to this plan: the underground Mayan Baths replicating an
ancient cenote, the aboveground 26,500 sq. ft. Restaurant/spa spa facility, and a banquet
building all themed as a Mayan Temple.
This Mayan themed architectural concept features
aesthetically stunning elements such as a main
lobby and dining area with rows of hand carved
stone columns that are all precisely aligned with the
winter solstice, just like the main tunnel in the underground baths. So that on December 21st of each
year the sun will shine straight through the building with its 6 rows of columns and out the front
door and windows illuminating statues and a
carved obelisk at the entrance. This design was
inspired by the “Patio of
a Thousand Columns” at
the Temple of the Warriors at Chichen Itza, and each of the 38
columns in the lobby
will be carved with Mayan hieroglyphs and illuminated from the
floor. In the center of the lobby, flanked by carved stone figurines of feathered serpent representing the mythical god-ruler
Quetzalcoatl, will be an alluring stairway beckoning visitors into
the subterranean passageways and water filled tunnels and caves
of the Mayan Baths below.
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Existing Mayan Baths - Massage Room

The Mayan Complex Concept

continued…

The plan calls for a themed destination 200 seat restaurant
housed inside an ancient Mayan temple like structure. As San
Miguel and the surrounding towns grow exponentially the demand
for entertainment also grows and as the small finished portion of
the Mayan Baths has exhibited, done right, this demand is not
just limited to the downtown area.
Filled with unique and
interesting Mayan artifact and symbology this restaurant will
draw diners looking for a unique and interesting experience as
well as the experience of fine authentic traditional Mexican dining.
Nightly entertainment will be provided by roaming
Mariachis and folkloric dancers.

Upon
completion of the other 2/3 of the underground
Mayan Baths
component a stairway will lead directly up to the restaurant
lobby creating an enticement for dinning guests to enter
into the underworld and be led on a tour.
Group dining can be reserved at special seating areas in the
underground area next to the thermal waters. The second phase
of the Baths will include more lavish underground water features
including more intimate pools where
waterfalls cascade from the ceilings,
massage rooms for singles and couples,
light
and
aromatherapy
treatment areas and a subterranean
swim-up pool bar. The
underground features of the Baths
were designed taking into consideration San Miguel’s seasonal,
and day and evening, wide variance in temperatures, providing
a usable attraction for all 12 months of the year, day and night;
a warm retreat in winter and a cool sanctuary in summer.
In addition to the spa areas provided in the underground Baths
a second floor in the main restaurant building will house other spa facilities including;
men’s and women’s lounges, a salon, exercise workout rooms
and various rooms to offer traditional and specialized wet and
dry treatments.
The 4,750 sq. ft. two story banquet building adjacent the
restaurant can be rented out for any type of events: weddings,
meetings, conferences, art exhibits and
can be used to hold workout, exercise
or yoga regimens as part of the spa programing.
Upon request to qualified individuals further details are available
regarding the design and implementation for the various different
development components.
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Conceptual Ideas for the Underground Mayan Baths - Phase II
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Preliminary Architectural Plans / Mayan Temple
Restaurant - Banquet - Spa

Main Dinning Area

Two Story
Banquet Building

Restaurant - Banquet - Baths
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Sustainable Development / Aquaculture
“Sustainable Development is a way
of doing things that carefully uses
and conserves natural and human
resources, minimizing damage to
the environment, ensuring that
future generations will have the
resources to sustain existence."
The plans for the property’s existing as well as future development include features conducive to
Hacienda Arcángel being one of the most attractive and sustainable resort projects in all of
Mexico. Technological advances and reduced equipment prices now make this more practical
and economically feasible. Hacienda Arcángel is planned for all the facilities and residences to be
system independent and self-sufficient, with electricity generated on-site, water supplies
preserved, captured and re-used, and all waste and garbage sorted and composted or
recycled. Additionally, the use of aquaculture and hydroponics can provide fresh foods including
fish from the ponds and produce from the greenhouses, creating a model of responsibly
profitable resort and residential development.
Although previously impractical based purely on economic cost/benefit analysis, the project’s
planned alternative energy generation just became more financially attractive due to some of
Mexico’s recently enacted energy policies that are more progressive than many countries,
including the USA. Now, Mexico not only permits on-site generated electricity to be returned to
the grid, but also allows energy credits to be sold, without limit, to third parties.
All the project’s water, including: overflow from the greenhouses and fish ponds, recycled gray
water, treated waste water, excess spa and pool water, and captured rain water from streets
and roofs is planned to go to three “wetlands” cleansing ponds for treatment. The first two
ponds containing gravel and reeds to cleanse the water, and the third for aeration. It can then
be redistributed to individual homes, the common facilities and the greenhouses to be used in
landscaping, gardening, etc. The wetland recycling ponds will be planted with species from local
ponds and rivers, attracting and nurturing birds and other wildlife from the area.
The wetland implementation will require some expertise. We have had conversations in this
regard with Biohabitats, a huge international company that has done complete wetland sewer
treatment facilities for several small Mexican cities. They take the concept of sustainability
further; their new vision statement:
“Rather than relying on a toolbox of metrics or a promising technology that claims to put us on a
path of sustainability, we embrace ‘regenerative design,’ a model that respects Earth’s ecological
limits, heals damaged ecological processes, integrates green infrastructure, and catalyzes a
mutually beneficial relationship with the land.”
The first steps toward the environmental, social, and economic responsibilities of a sustainable
project have been initiated with the partial excavation of the wetlands and the instillation of two
40,000-liter holding tanks at the bottom of the subdivision to capture runoff and gray water
sending it back to the wetlands. 5 ponds have been built, 2 of which hold about 4,000 tilapia
fish and the other 3 which now hold a few thousand freshwater crayfish that grow to about 2
pounds. The water feeding these ponds in part comes from overflow from the Mayan Baths.
After the fish ponds this nutritive water will go to greenhouses and then be sent to the wetlands
to be recycled. Solar panels have already been installed over the well and a solar pump awaits
government permission to be installed parallel to the 220 pump.
The entire landscape of the project will be designed to reflect past and present native
ecosystems, both for educational purposes and to improve the existing habitat.
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Conceptual Renderings by Architectural Artist Lisa Flynn

Hotel Courtyard Entry
Hotel Patio

Casona
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Arcángel Design Charrette Master Site Plan
Phase One
“Puesta del Sol”
17 Residential Home Sites
Residential/Vacation Villas
40 units

Main Entrance

Fractional 16 Suite
Hotel Site

Parking
and
Wetlands

33 Residential
Clustered Housing

Hotel
100 Suites
in “Casonas”
Spa Site

Horse Stables
Riding Ring

Tilapia
Aquaculture
Organic
Agriculture

Greenhouses
Managers
House

100 Ft. Tunnel
Precisely Aligned
with Winter
Solstice Sunset

Pools,
Subterranean
Mayan Baths
& Spa Site
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Site Survey

Total 17.01 Hectares

Total

1.95 Hectares
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The Property
Electric
Subsequent to original installations, underground high tension registers and conduit have
been installed the length of the property to provide service to the residential subdivision and
future development areas.

The Thermal Water is Potable,
Crystal Clear and Odorless.
The water was sent to a lab in Boston to be tested and results
for EPA limits were either not detected or a small fraction of
allowable tolerance, and their standard tests for 60 malicious
compounds were all: “none detected”. The well is 150 meters
deep with 12” casing and 3” pipe and pump. A new 20 hp
submersible pump was recently installed providing 12 liters per
second at 100° F (40° C). In addition to being potable the water
from this well is crystal clear and odorless. Legal rights were
acquired to 100,000 cubic meters of use per year by registered
deed. These rights include “services” (residential and
commercial use), “agricultural”, and the project has one of only
3 “aquaculture” water permits granted in the entire state of
Fresh Water Storage Tower
Guanajuato. Three-inch water lines crisscross the property distributing water throughout, including to the house, the greenhouses, and to the front of the property to provide water for the individual lots of the residential subdivision.
A 25 foot (7 meter) wide road was constructed from the entrance on the cobblestone road
to the property’s central parking area which is planed surrounding the wetlands. Water,
electric lines and drainage are also installed under the road, as well as lines to the wetlands
from the two 40,000 liter holding tanks that capture street runoff and gray water from the
residential subdivision. A 3’ line also runs under the road from the wetlands back to each lot
in the subdivision delivering treated, clean water.
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Tilapia / Crayfish Ponds

Entrance Boulevard Construction
Water - Electric Distribution

Miscellaneous Photos

December 21st
Winter Solstice Sunset from the Cave

Main Entrance

West Views

Southeast View to Los Picacho Mountains

Visiting Buddhist Monks
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Australian Red Claw Crayfish from Ponds

Subdivision

Puesta de Sol
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San Miguel de Allende
San Miguel was founded in 1541,
only 22 years after Cortez landed
in Mexico and almost 100 years
before the first settlement in the
United States. San Miguel de
Allende boasts an almost 500
year history, and as a newly
designated World Heritage Site,
its rich colonial legacy and
traditions will
preserved.

continue

to

be
The “Parroquia” church in town square

San Miguel de Allende is located in the
center of Mexico and is full of romantic
cobble stone streets lined with colorfully
preserved
colonial
homes,
incredible
restaurants, fun bars, and sensational
stores and galleries which is why just this

past year San Miguel was chosen the #1
Best City in the World by the readers of
Condé Nast Traveler.
San Miguel currently has thousands of
luxury vacation/retirement homes, about
two dozen very posh B&B’s, a few dozen
3 to 4 star hotels, and is now home to the
newest Rosewood Hotel and several other
5 star hotels including Matilda and the
Sierra Nevada.

Given
the
upscale demographics of San
Miguel’s visitor and resident profile, Hacienda Arcángel's
development incorporating a full-service destination spa with the subterranean Mayan Baths
is the perfect complement to San Miguel’s existing attractions.
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Location Map - Hacienda Arcángel
México’s Sierra Madre Central Highlands

10 Hour Drive from Laredo, Texas

Hacienda
Arcángel
5 Miles
12 Minutes from Centro

N

Mexico
Ventanas
Golf Course

San Miguel De Allende

State of Guanajuato
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Quotes from the Mayan Baths Guest Book

-

English

Magical, beautiful, energetic, loving place.
Thank you so Much!


Words fail to describe this wonder, this wonder under.
This Vibe


The place is amazing!!


A. W. E. S. O. M. E.
Nothing else to say


What a beautiful slice of heaven - We can’t wait to come back


All the senses are awakened here - and moved again into the best dream ever!


I died and went to the Mayan Baths - better than heaven


Under the Stars Or in a star… Who can tell!


Meow - That’s what I think!

Thanks!



Fabulous! Fabulous! Fabulous! Heaven!!!


Thank God For The Eclectic Mind: Best To You As You Finish Your Grand Project


This is the most magical, moist and indulgent form of debauchery.
You should both be the king and queen of hedonism.
Nay, you are the Gods of hedonism.
Viva los Topos!


This is my dream. Thank you for creating it.


Thank you for the most amazing experience ever!!!
Going back to Sweden no one is going to believe this… Cause words will never be enough.
Forever grateful for having us!
We hope to have you over in Stockholm!


The Mayan Baths are my favorite part of San Miguel!
I could overwhelm you with kind comments.!
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Quotes from the Mayan Baths Guest Book

-

Español

La experiencia mas hermosa que le envidio.
Por que involucra Naturaleza, Historia, Energía y Amor


Increíble tu espació, te admiro mucho, esta lugar es mágico,
igual que tu.
Con mucho cariño.


Hermano de la energía cósmica
Hermano de luz, dios vive a través
Lo que yo veo es lo que yo soy
Ac Tah - Mayan Shaman


Esta es el mayor sitio del mundo


En esta sitio sale lo mas bello que tenemos y el amor
parece sé lo que siempre nos ha movido
Gracias por hacer esto posible


Nuestra noche inolvidable en nuestra primero, pero no ultima


Gracias por hacer un lugar tan agradable.
Realmente lo disfrutamos mucho
Felicidades!


Es un lugar maravilloso
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Contact Information

For additional information about the Hacienda Arcángel project contact:

Company:

Hacienda Arcángel

Company Address:

Calzada de Aurora #16
37700 Centro
San Miguel de Allende, GTO,
Mexico

Contact Persons:

Lane Simmons
Marketing, Sales and Public Relations
Mexico Cell: 415 101-0095
USA / Canada phone: 214 432-1837
Lane@HaciendaArcangel.com

www.HaciendaArcangel.com
www.TheMayanBaths.com
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